INSTRUCTIONS & EASY SET UP GUIDE

1. Remove from carton and put filter off to the side for now
2. Clean the lid, upper blue container and pitcher with liquid mild
detergent soap. DO NOT PUT IN DISHWASHER. Dry with a soft cloth.
3. Remove filter from packaging. Remove wing nut from filter stem. Leave
washer on stem. While holding plastic base of filter with one hand,
place under running cool tap water, rinse and scrub for 2 minutes.
DO NOT PLACE STEM OF FILTER UP TO THE FAUCET.
4. Insert stem through hole in upper blue container. Attach wing nut to filter
stem on BOTTOM side of upper blue container. Tighten wing nut.
DO NOT over tighten.
5. Insert upper blue container into pitcher
6. Fill upper blue container with cool tap water and insert lid
First cycle of water will take longer as filter conditioning process
takes place. (As with any gravity filter, water will drip-drip-drip
into the water storage area)
7. Discard the first two cycles of filtered water
8. You are now ready to use
9. To remove fruit infusion tube, simply turn counter
clockwise to unscrew. Place slices of your
favorite fruit or vegetable into the infusion tube
up to the top of the horizontal slits. Reattach
the infusion tube by turning clockwise until
secure on the bottom of the blue water
container.
10. Insert upper blue container back into pitcher.
11. Fill upper blue container with cool water
12. Insert lid and allow water to filter through
before use
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
1. DO NOT USE with carbonated drinks, milk,
coffee, tea or other similar liquids. Doing so
may reduce or destroy filter properties
2. DO NOT USE in a microwave, heat on a stove
or place in a freezer
3. DO NOT place in a dishwasher
4. DO NOT USE with hot or salt water
5. DO NOT USE soap for cleaning filter element
6. Replacement filters are sold separately
7. OK to store pitcher in refrigerator
How do I clean my ProOne® G2.0M filter element?
Remove the filter from the upper blue container by removing the
wing nut. While holding the threaded stem, place the filter under
running water or in a bowl of water and scrub the surface using
the dark green side of the scrubby sponge included. Always scrub
away from the threaded stem end of the filter. Rinse and
re-assemble the filter as detailed in the instructions above.
Never wash the filter with cleaning detergents or soap.
How do I know when to change my filter?
Should you notice a difference in the taste of your water and/or
a slow down in the flow rate, may be an indication your filter
needs to be cleaned or if you’ve cleaned a few times, may
indicate your filter needs to be replaced.

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT PLEASE CALL 1-800-544-3533

